
PROTECTORATE-INDUCED 
STABILIZATION: THE FIRST STAGE

n March 1999, following a conference held in
Rambouillet, France, Albanian leaders from Kosovo
signed an agreement on the future of their province
which had been formulated by the international
community. Under the agreement, Kosovo would

remain part of Yugoslavia, but a NATO-led internation-
al peace-keeping force would provide security for the
elaboration of new political institutions designed to give
the province broad self-governing authority. President
Slobodan Milosevic of Yugoslavia rejected the peace
plan, charging that it was essentially a one-sided
“Clinton administration diktat” that included provisions
inimical to his country’s sovereignty, and was also a
blueprint for eventual Kosovar (Albanian) secessionism.
Yugoslav military, police, and paramilitary forces then
intensified attacks against the insurgent Kosovo
Liberation Army (Ushtria Clirimtare e Kosoves, or
UCK), which they had already been battling for over a
year. The Belgrade regime’s campaign targeted both
UCK military personnel, and also Albanian civilians in
areas deemed supportive of the UCK. Faced with
Milosevic’s intransigence, and also the growing and
potentially catastrophic humanitarian tragedy in the
province, NATO launched a bombing campaign against
Yugoslavia. Defying expectations that he would capitu-

late quickly, Milosevic only agreed to international
terms for an end to the bombing after eleven weeks of
hostilities. But unlike the Rambouillet plan, the agree-
ment ending the war gave the UN a major civilian role
in Kosovo’s governance, and also limited the zone of
operation of the NATO-led peacekeeping force entirely
to Kosovo (with no right of transit elsewhere in
Yugoslavia). By the time the bombing ended, thousands
of Albanians had been killed and over a million had
become refugees or were displaced within the province.
Several thousand Serbs had also been killed or injured
as NATO carried out widespread destruction of both
military and civilian infrastructure in Yugoslavia.

In mid-June 1999, as NATO’s air campaign wound
down, and Yugoslav military and police forces complet-
ed their departure from Kosovo, the international com-
munity scrambled to establish security and civil admin-
istration in the war-torn province. UN Security Council
Resolution No. 1244 stipulated that there would be no
change of Kosovo’s constitutional status. But for the
immediate future Kosovo (Kosova, in Albanian) would
exist as a UN-administered entity, with a NATO-led
multinational force — KFOR — providing an “interna-
tional security presence.” During the second week in
June, 14,000 KFOR troops, under the command of
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British Lieutenant General Mike Jackson, entered
Kosovo. Within a month, KFOR had grown to 33,500
troops, headquartered under a unified command and
control structure in Pristina with five subordinate multi-
national brigade headquarters under the control of mili-
tary contingents from the major NATO states (a pre-
dominantly American sector in the east, British in the
center, French in the north, Germans in the south, and
Italians in the west). By the end of 1999, KFOR troop
strength had reached 50,000.1

Civilian officials from the UN Interim Administration
Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) and other international
agencies initially only numbered in the dozens. Though
the international community had almost four years of
experience governing
Bosnia and Herzegovina as
a de facto protectorate, this
first stage of establishing
international civilian con-
trol in Kosovo proved to be
highly chaotic. For one
thing, the UN — which was
largely side-lined both dur-
ing the pre-war diplomatic
negotiations and also the
ensuing war — had not
adequately prepared to take
over civilian management
of Kosovo. Moreover,
unlike in Bosnia, where the
return of refugees and dis-
placed persons was much
more protracted than hoped
for by the international
community, the opposite
problem pertained in
Kosovo, namely, the rapid
return of thousands of
Albanians to their homes
from neighboring countries
and other parts of the province. The catastrophic human-
itarian/refugee crisis, and the infrastructure damage
throughout the province, was compounded by the bitter
revanchist attitudes of the Albanian population towards
Kosovo’s remaining Serb minority. Thus, most
Albanians believed their Serbian neighbors shared
responsibility for the atrocities committed against
Albanians by various members of Serb paramilitary
organizations and security personnel.2 Such sentiments,
shaped by recent events, were reinforced by the accumu-
lated grievances that the Kosovars nursed against heavy-
handed Serb political/police control during the previous
decade (especially from 1946 to 1966, and after 1987),
and also the “culture of vengeance” that was an integral
historical feature of Albanian socio-political life.

Indeed, by the end of the 1999 war in Kosovo, most
Albanians considered that it would be preferable if the
remaining Serbian minority quit the province altogether.

The Kosovo Liberation Army — an insurgent seces-
sionist movement that had been fighting against the
Serbian-controlled regime in Kosovo for several years
— was the dominant organizational force advancing
Kosovar political aspirations. By the end of the war, the
UCK had become a de facto “ally” of NATO. As the
UCK’s top military commander, Agim Ceku boasted, his
organization could not claim all the credit for forcing
the Serbian withdrawal from Kosovo, but shared in the
“victory” because “after all the UCK brought NATO to
Kosovo.”3 Although the UCK’s dominance was politi-

cally contested by other
Albanian political groups,
the UCK’s political direc-
torate, under the leader-
ship of the 30-year-old for-
mer political science stu-
dent, Hashim Thaci — who
had been selected as prime
minister of a Kosova tran-
sitional government by
most members of the
Kosovar delegation at the
pre-war Rambouillet peace
conference — overshad-
owed other political forces
in the province. For exam-
ple, Ibrahim Rugova and
his political party, the
League of Kosovo
Democrats (DSK), who
had been at the forefront of
Kosovo Albanian political
activity from 1989 to the
mid-1990s, continued to
challenge the political
ascendancy of Thaci and

the UCK. Thaci and the UCK also had to contend with a
claim to political authority from Bujar Bukoshi, who had
technically headed a Kosovo Albanian government in
exile since 1992, and had returned to the province fol-
lowing the war. The UCK though had emerged from the
war as the strongest Albanian military force, and enjoyed
wide-spread legitimacy and support among Kosovo
Albanians. It soon became apparent that beyond the
ongoing intra-Albanian political struggle, which was far
from settled, Kosovo was also experiencing the first
stage of a political tug-of-war between the UCK and the
international community over who would control
Kosovo. During the 1990s, the Albanians had established
a parallel state to challenge the Serbian regime’s control
from Belgrade. In the post-war (1999-2000) period, the
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political dualism in the province was between
KFOR/UNMIK on the one side, and the UCK on the
other.

The initial difficulty faced by the international com-
munity in Kosovo was the security vacuum left by the
war. KFOR troops provided a strong deterrent to the
return of Yugoslav military forces, and also overshad-
owed the strength of UCK forces. But as the number of
refugees returning to the province mounted, and the dis-
covery of atrocities committed against Albanians during
the war unfolded, the defenseless Serb minority became
the target of ethnic violence, including intimidation,
kidnapping, looting, arson, and assassination of Serbs
by hard-line Albanians, some directly or closely associ-
ated with the UCK. KFOR and UNMIK officials quick-
ly found that their limited resources and personnel were
incapable of providing the security necessary to pre-
serve the “multi-ethnic Kosovo” that had been a prime
goal of international intervention. Prizren, Orahovac,
and Pristina, and their surrounding areas, were among
some of the worst areas of anti-Serb hostilities, all
regions of earlier anti-Albanian crimes by Serb forces.
Approximately 150,000 Serbs and Montenegrins fled
the province during June and July 1999 (roughly a third
of whom left even before NATO troops arrived); a peri-
od when approximately 685,000 embittered Albanian
refugees returned from neighboring countries.
Thousands of Gypsies (Romanies), who had also
become targets of Albanian intimidation and brutality,
were forced to flee from Kosovo, as well as ethnic
Croats, Muslim Slavs, and members of other minority
groups. By the late fall, the UN estimated that approxi-
mately 100,000 Serbs still remained in the province. For
example, in February 2000, roughly 1200 Serbs
remained in Pristina out of a pre-war population of
approximately 27,000. Throughout the summer and fall
of 1999, a vicious cycle of ethnic vengeance and vio-
lence unfolded in Kosovo. It was cold comfort to inno-
cent Serbs forced to flee the province under such cir-
cumstances that international commentators described
their exodus as a disaster unprovoked by any formal
state authority, while noting the earlier expulsion of
Albanians had occurred as a result of state-sponsored
policy. In addition to the problem of violence against
Serbs and other minorities, there was a striking increase
of general crime by organized gangs, many associated
with criminal networks in neighboring Albania.

Perhaps the major difficulty impeding a smooth transi-
tion process in the province was the delay in establishing
a robust international police force for Kosovo. Training a
professional, impartial and trusted Kosovo-based domes-
tic police force also occurred at an excruciatingly slow
pace. Less than 175 foreign police officers had arrived in
Kosovo by mid-July, with that number only rising to 700

by the last part of August. By this time, the number of
KFOR troops had increased to over 40,000, but military
personnel were not trained to maintain public order, and
could not ensure adequate protection for the harassed and
anxious minority communities. The cold-blooded mas-

sacre of 14 Serb farmers on 28 July 1999 in the village of
Staro Gacko, while they were gathering their harvest,
hastened the exodus of Serbs from multi-ethnic rural
areas, and general Serb out-migration from Kosovo.
Kosovo leaders, Ceku and Thaci generally condemned
incidents of violence against Serbs. But most Albanian
leaders usually took pains to explain the basis of the anti-
Serb activity, and to underscore that it did not represent
typical Kosovar behavior. Some Kosovo Albanian leaders
denied that any innocent Serbs were exposed to extrem-
ism, a view that one Serbian opposition leaders aptly con-
demned: “The same thing Milosevic was telling us for ten
years, Kosovo Albanians are now repeating. Milosevic
used to reiterate about law and order in Kosovo, that
everything was functioning the way it should, that only
those involved in criminal activities were prosecut-
ed….What is going on in Kosovo now resembles what
Milosevic used to do….One kind of terror was simply
replaced by another.…Milosevic’s extremism has pro-
voked extremism on the Albanian side.”4

The international community was overwhelmed by
the turbulence and ethnic violence in Kosovo during the
summer of 1999. But UNMIK unquestionably had the
best of intentions, and also an energetic new leader in
the person of Bernard Kouchner — Special
Representative of the UN Secretary-General — who
took over as the top international official in Kosovo
during July. “I intend to build a multi-ethnic Kosovo,”
Kouchner ambitiously exclaimed in mid-August 1999,
“which will not ignore history, but neither will it be a
slave to its own past….The name ‘Balkans’ is synony-
mous with explosions, atrocities. If I succeed, we all
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succeed. The Balkans should be synonymous with free-
dom, open society, and brotherhood.” But in the face of
the Serb exodus from Kosovo, the only significant
aspects of multi-ethnic cooperation in the province
were the structure and operation of KFOR, and the
internal operation of the fledgling but rapidly growing
UNMIK bureaucracy. 

Following the advent of UNMIK/KFOR control over
Kosovo, Serb political influence in the province
dropped off sharply. Although both the Belgrade
regime and Serbia’s democratic opposition did not
chose to abandon the idea that Kosovo should remain
part of Yugoslavia — and utilized the “occupation” of
the province in different ways as a political mobiliz-
ing tool — there was very little real prospect of
Kosovo’s future reintegration into Yugoslavia. Direct
Serbian political representation in Kosovo shrunk to
the two members (Bishop Artemije, a liberal cleric in
the Serbian Orthodox church, and Momcilo Trajkovic,
the head of the Kosovo Serb Resistance Movement)
initially serving on the twelve-person Kosovo
Transitional Council, an “interim consultative body”
set up by Special Representative Kouchner. Near the
end of August, Transitional Council member Trajkovic
proposed establishing designated Serb cantons in
Kosovo as a means of protecting the remaining Serb
minority. This idea was quickly rejected by Kouchner,
who remarked that the concept reminded him of “a lot
of bad things.”5 UCK leader, Thaci, also a Council
member, observed that anyone who wanted to discuss
cantonization further “should go to 7 Francuska Street
in Belgrade;” an allusion to the role of the Serbian
Writers’ Association in promoting Serb nationalism in
the 1980s and 1990s.6 UNMIK continued to hope that
multi-ethnic solutions could be reached in specific
areas. For example, a new police training academy
was opened in which six percent of the first recruits
were Serbs. And in the ethnically divided city of
Kosovska Mitrovica, an interim council consisting of
Serbs, Albanians, Turks, Romanies, and Bosniaks was
established. But in the early fall of 1999, Kosovo
appeared on its way to becoming a largely mono-eth-
nic unit; a nearly ethnically homogeneous protec-
torate, which was likely to evolve into a future
Albanian controlled “national state.” Meanwhile, the
protectorate’s small minority of Serbs hunkered down,
essentially becoming a community statelet within a
parastate. For example, conflicts regarding the gover-
nance of Kosovo would lead Serbian members of the
Kosovo Transitional Council to begin boycotting that
body in September. And by November, Serb officials
from the recently created Serb National Council of
Kosovo and Metohija, organized an executive commit-
tee to function as a de facto Serb “government” in
Kosovo.

PROBLEMS OF TRANSITION: 
RECONSTRUCTION AND 
DE-RADICALIZATION

oon after the war ended, it became clear that
Kosovo’s future development and stability would

depend in large measure on how long the
KFOR/UNMIK governance system would endure, and
how effectively it would perform. KFOR and UNMIK
were only mandated to comprise an interim administra-
tive framework for Kosovo until free elections were
held under the auspices of the Organization for Security
and Cooperation in Europe. Moreover, most internation-
al leaders hoped that, at some point in time, the
province’s co-existence within a democratic Yugoslavia
would also become possible. But in view of the daunting
challenges facing political and economic transition,
both in the province, and in Milosevic-governed
Yugoslavia, some form of the existing transitional struc-
ture in Kosovo appeared likely to have a long life-span.
Progress in the economic reconstruction of Kosovo
began gradually during the second half of 1999. And,
though they proved unable to preserve the multi-ethnic
fabric of Kosovo, international officials did expand the
ambit of their control in areas such as postal services,
utilities, and telecommunications. A so-called “bubble
economy” was also spawned by the arrival of tens of
thousands of assistance workers from abroad, along
with NATO troops. However, the task of building a
strong and viable indigenous economy, that would be
linked to regional and European markets, was certainly
a long-term challenge. The Albanians of Kosovo proved
resourceful at beginning the process of reconstruction,
but the impact of foreign assistance projects, not to
mention humanitarian endeavors, proceeded at a very
slow rate. Squabbles between Serbs and Albanians about
the ownership and management of important enterpris-
es, and also internal conflicts in UNMIK concerning
foreign involvement in the province, also complicated
the initial phase of economic reconstruction. Indeed,
early on UN Secretary General Kofi Annan suggested that
the economic reconstruction of the province alone would
take over a decade.

In addition to the crucial area of economic develop-
ment, Kosovo’s overall transition is also linked to the
evolution of the UCK and Albanian political develop-
ment. During the summer of 1999, the UCK, much like
its pre-war and war-time posture, showed little signs of
genuine enthusiasm for ethnic tolerance, or a proclivity
for pluralism and power-sharing. Aspiring to establish
its own governmental institutions in the province, and in
no hurry to completely disarm, the UCK used the early
months of the post-war period to assume control of
many local areas and sectors of activity. Although hav-
ing no internationally recognized legal standing in
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Kosovo, the UCK established a network of ministries
and local councils which collected taxes and customs
payments. The UCK “government” also controlled the
lucrative gray economy, collecting revenue from
imports and trade in oil, cigarettes and alcohol. KFOR’s
first commander, Lieutenant General Mike Jackson,
criticized the UCK for attempting to establish an under-
ground police force. 

Established in an authoritarian atmosphere as an
armed movement engaging in a struggle with Serbian
security forces — not to mention in a society with
almost no liberal democratic experience — the UCK ini-
tially eschewed political pluralism as a “luxury,” which
would have to be postponed until a future independent
Kosovo was created. The escalation of Serb-Albanian
violence during 1998 and the first half of 1999 intensi-
fied this militant mindset, and strengthened hard-line
elements in the movement (many of whom, because of
their “Enverist roots” — i.e., past sympathy for the
Albanian communism of Enver Hodza, or preference for
etatist marxism – were already ill-disposed toward dem-
ocratic dynamics). The UCK’s power struggle with
Ibrahim Rugova’s more passive brand of independence-
seeking, as well as the revanchist syndrome among cer-
tain elements in Kosovo political life, also made it dif-
ficult for the UCK to de-radicalize and accept direction
from its NATO “allies.” The UCK did not, of course,
constitute a monolithic movement. The moderate, prag-
matic, or realist wing of the organization proved more
willing to cooperate with the KFOR/UNMIK protec-
torate. UCK moderates hoped that their movement’s
members would organize a political party, take part in
internationally supervised elections, and patiently await
the next opportunity to advance their goal of Kosovo
independence. In fact, in July 1999 UCK moderate ele-
ments in Pristina established the “Party of Democratic
Progress” (PPDK). 

However, UCK hard-liners were less willing to accept
imported notions of democracy, and the policies
advanced by the international community. Indeed, the
hard-liners were most vociferous in their desire to
ensure that former UCK cadre assume a high profile in
Kosovo’s reorganized defence and security structures.
Such UCK hawks took pains to emphasize that “demili-
tarization does not mean disarmament.” As UCK com-
mander Ceku pointed out in early August 1999: “The
UCK is undergoing two processes, demilitarization and
transformation….But demilitarization does not mean in
any way that the people of Kosova are not going to have
its proper defence structures.” Ceku emphasized that the
UCK must receive preferential treatment in the civilian
police force, as specified in Paragraph No. 25 of an
“Undertaking” the UCK had signed with KFOR on 21
June 1999. The UCK, the “youngest army in the world,”

wants to eventually be transformed, said Ceku in July
1999, “into something like the U.S. national
guard….The UCK will not disarm. Its arms will be
placed in depots and will be guarded by troops under the
supervision of KFOR.”7 In this view, some former mem-
bers of the UCK will become involved in government,
in “a life of politics.” But for the most part, the UCK
will become the “Army of Kosova.” “We have a mission
ahead of us,” claimed Ceku, “and its successful comple-
tion will only be achieved with the existence of an
army.” The UCK was particularly distressed when
KFOR reneged on a promise made in the June 1999
“Undertaking” (a section drafted at the last minute by

Secretary of State Albright’s public affairs assistant,
James Rubin)8 that would have given the rebel organiza-
tion preferential treatment in the recruitment of the civil
police. Thus, fewer than five persons in the first batch
of 200 police trainees were former UCK members.9

In September, agreement was finally reached for the
establishment of a Kosovo Protection Corps (TMK),
which would begin operating in early 2000 (projected to
grow to 3000 active members and 2000 reservists). The
TMK was envisioned by the UN to be a civilian succes-
sor to the UCK, taking on tasks such as cleaning up the
war-torn province. German General Klaus Reinhardt,
KFOR’s second commander, claimed that the UCK was
being transformed “into a non-military, non-political,
multi-ethnic civil defence organization.”10 But hard-line
UCK leaders viewed the TMK as an Albanian national
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guard to be employed “if the integrity of Kosovo is
threatened,” or a force that, at some future time, would
become the army of an independent Kosovar state.11 On
21 January 2000, forty-three leaders of the TMK were
sworn in, all of whom were former UCK members.
Unofficially, international officials doubted that the cre-
ation of the TMK would actually deprive the UCK of
arms; first because no one was really aware of how
much military equipment the UCK had amassed, or had
concealed, and secondly, because the Balkan environ-
ment was rife with a surfeit of arms available from the
recent wars and civil strife. Meanwhile, Serbs in
Kosovo were deeply anxious over the future role of the
TMK, discontinued their cooperation with UNMIK’s
Transitional Council, and
threatened to form a “Serb
Protection Corps.” Kosovo
leaders, Ceku and Thaci,
generally condemned inci-
dents of violence against
Serbs. But Albanian lead-
ers also usually took pains
to explain the basis of the
anti-Serb activity, and to
underscore that such activ-
ity did not represent typical
Kosovar behavior. After
being chosen as “prime minister” of Kosovo’s Albanians
at the Rambouillet conference, Hashim Thachi attempt-
ed to straddle the fence between the hard-liners and the
pragmatists in the UCK. “The UCK is in the process of
transforming itself politically and militarily,” he
claimed in July. “We are interested in building a plural-
istic society….We fought for freedom not for
power…for a state of our own, which we must now
develop. Our goal is neither anarchy or
dictatorship…the flight of the Serbs is not good, and is
hurting the process of democratization. Those people
[attacking the Serbs] are using the UCK’s emblem to
discredit the liberation army. We have distanced our-
selves from these people.”12

But throughout 1999 and early 2000, Thaci made
clear what he hoped to ultimately achieve: “We are still
a part of Yugoslavia during the three year transition
period [stipulated in the Rambouillet accord]. But
afterwards, staying in Yugoslavia or Serbia after every-
thing that has happened is incomprehensible for the
Kosovars, and I think for the entire world as well.”
Thaci and the UCK were particularly upset by the fact
that UNMIK had proposed allowing the laws of
Yugoslavia, except for certain human rights provisions,
to continue to apply in Kosovo. “Totalitarianism will
prevail,” Thaci cautioned, “if the Milosevic-laws are
accepted.”13 Meanwhile, Thaci made no apologies for
the dominant position held by the UCK in Kosovo

Albanian political life immediately after the war: “The
UCK is the state. No one must forget this.”14 Indeed,
for some observers it appeared that Thaci was the state,
after he appointed various friends and relatives to
important posts in his “acting government.”15

Not all Kosovar political leaders were pleased with
the early post-war political climate in Kosovo, nor with
the UCK and the means with which it used to achieve its
goals. The long-standing feud continued between the
UCK’s often militant elements on the one side, and
Ibrahim Rugova’s more moderate perspectives on the
other; a political cleavage which seemed likely to color
Kosovo’s politics for some time ahead, and will

undoubtedly resurface dur-
ing eventual international-
ly supervised elections.
For his part, Rugova sees
the present situation in
Kosovo as a transitional
period between Serb con-
trol and the non-violent
achievement of the Kosovo
independence he has
always espoused. He has
also strongly condemned
the surge of violence

against the Serb minority in Kosovo. But Rugova was
sharply criticized by fellow Kosovars for his seeming-
ly cooperative behavior with the Milosevic regime
both before and during the war, and was considerably
marginalized during 1998 and 1999 due to the UCK’s
growing popularity as a liberation movement. Indeed,
at the end of the war Rugova was considered “politi-
cally dead” by many Kosovars. Rugova continued,
however, to enjoy a reservoir of respect and support
in Kosovo Albanian society, especially among the
older generation. His non-violent approach also rec-
ommended him to many in the international communi-
ty. “I have learned a great deal about power and social
relations,” he told an interviewer in July 1999. “There
have always been people who wanted to take up arms
more quickly…who believed in an armed strug-
gle….My aim was to save my people. Then came the
exodus. I went crazy. It looked as though the Serbian
plan would become reali ty:  a Kosovo without
Albanians, a Serbian zoo. Perhaps I was too cautious
before…The people in the DSK [Rugova’s party]
were abroad. The UCK was here. It was logical that it
should have occupied all kinds of posts. But now the
DSK and myself are coming back….The UCK can’t
hold on to power. Perhaps for one or two months but
no longer.” Asked in one interview about Kosovo’s
future ties with Serbia, Rugova emotionally blurted
out his new position: “No, not with Serbia, never
again with Serbia.”16
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Rugova has also tried to explain why he appeared to
be cooperating with Milosevic during the early part of
the war: “I took no pleasure in doing that. I am sorry.
I was a prisoner. They could have killed me. There
was a life at stake, the continued existence of Kosovo
was at stake.” But Rugova’s chief political rival,
Hashim Thaci, remained unforgiving toward the DSK
leader, and ridiculed Rugova’s delay in returning to
Kosovo after the 1999 war: “I don’t understand
Rugova and his attitude. I can’t understand the boycott
he is conducting against his own people…its not good
when a politician is afraid of his own people.” And,
Thaci remarked, “Rugova must first ask the Kosovars
for forgiveness, and then speak about the Serbs.”17 By
late August, Rugova and Thaci were both taking part
in sessions of Kouchner’s Transitional Council, but
their political rivalry continued. And as UNMIK
attempted to reintegrate rival Kosovar political groups
into the province’s new governmental and police
structures there existed a real danger that the deep-
seated UCK-Rugova feud would seriously impede the
democratization process.

The independent activist, Veton Surroi, the publisher
of the Pristina daily, Koha Dotire, who served on the
Transitional Council, and will likely be a leading con-
tender along with Rugova and Thaci in coming elections
for the presidency of Kosovo, was quite outspoken
regarding trends in the province. “The international
community,” Surroi emphasized in August 1999, “will
probably not punish us [Albanians] for failing to defend
multi-ethnicity in Kosovo. After all, even before the war
the number of non-Albanians in Kosovo was akin to that
of non-Slovenes in Slovenia, yet nobody talks about a
multi-ethnic Slovenia….[But] anybody that thinks that
the violence will end once the last Serbs have been driv-
en out is living an illusion. The violence will probably
be directed against other Albanians. Is this really what
we fought for?”18 Surroi’s colleague, the independent
Albanian journalist, Baton Xaxhiu, also complained that
members of his profession who try to be professionally
impartial, had found themselves for some time practis-
ing “sandwich journalism,” i.e., caught between harass-
ment and brutality by the Serb authorities (before 10
June 1999), and the one-sided views of “Albanian auto-
crats,” who were “ready morally to destroy every-
body….Here [in Kosova] are not yet to be found the ele-
ments of democracy and of a civil society.”19 Surroi and
Xaxhiu echoed the feelings of a political minority of
Kosovars who worried that the UCK has garnered too
much power, and were also concerned with the growing
crime wave and the appearance of Albania-based mafia-
type elements in the province. In the event that a closer
linkage develops between those mafia groups (heavily
involved in smuggling and the trafficking of drugs) and
local UCK political power-brokers, progress toward the

current democratic institution-building goals of UNMIK
and KFOR will be extremely difficult. At the end of the
year, KFOR attempted to ensure security control over
Kosovo’s borders in order to crack-down on the smug-
gling of weapons and cigarettes by illegal groups. How
the UCK would evolve during the year 2000 remains
one of the most significant open questions in Kosovo’s
future political development. Should the insurgent
movement remain strong and politically radical, it could
constitute a major challenge to the plans of the interna-
tional community. However, the disintegration of the
UCK — either because of internal factionalism or
actions taken by UNMIK/KFOR — also poses the dan-
ger of political violence, or non-institutionalized rivalry
between competing armed groups that could impede the
creation of a law-governed state and the consolidation
of pluralistic democracy. The UCK’s gradual de-radical-
ization and transformation into a movement associated
with a peacefully competing political party organization
seems the best possible outcome.

In mid-December 1999, UN and Kosovar officials
established another governing body, the Provisional
Administrative Council of Kosovo. Leaders from the
three major Albanian political formations in the
province took part in the creation of the new Council,
which held its first meeting early in January 2000.
Kosovo Serb officials boycotted the one seat reserved
on the Council for their community. However, the
operation of the Council — which is headed by
UNMIK’s Kouchner — went ahead without the Serbs,
and it was subsequently decided that the new govern-
ing body would eventually be composed of 19 admin-
istrative departments: 15 headed by Albanians, three
by Serbs, and one by a Muslim. The agreement estab-
lishing the Council provided that any self-proclaimed
“governments” organized by Kosovo Albanians or
other ethnic groups were to terminate their activities.
However, in mid-January, Hashim Thaci remarked that
Kosovo’s new administrative council had already set
up seven departments; four allegedly controlled by his
Kosova Interim “Government” (QPK), and two by
Ibrahim Rugova’s party (he did not make clear who
controls the seventh). According to Thaci, all the
Albanian participants in the new council and depart-
ments were working and waiting for the independence
of Kosovo. He also stated confidently that no Serb
forces would ever return to the province, despite
almost daily claims to the contrary by Yugoslav offi-
cials. “Serbia,” Thaci emphasized, “is out of Kosova
once and for all and is not going to come back no mat-
ter what changes it may undergo….Neither the forces
of Milosevic, nor those of opposition leaders [Vuk]
Draskovic, nor [Zoran] Djindjic, or some other person-
ality who may come to power in Serbia, will ever
return to Kosova again.”20
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1.  Russia was also given a role, although it has
no compact sector of its own. Russian troops
operate primarily in the United States sector,
but are also present in the German and French
sectors. In mid-January 2000, NATO
announced that a five-European-nation
Eurocorps (from France, Germany, Spain,
Belgium, and Luxembourg), will take over the
day-to-day patrolling duties in Kosovo begin-
ning in April. NATO will remain in overall
command, and some elements of KFOR will
continue to operate.
2.  By the end of August 1999, the UN War
Crimes Tribunal had identified more than 400
‘crime scenes’ in Kosovo where bodies had
been found, some of which were in mass
graves, or graves.
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CONCLUSION

n early 2000, the security situation in Kosovo contin-
ues to be unstable. Only some 1800 partially equipped

UN civilian police are operating in the protectorate,
despite UNMIK’s request for 6000 police personnel.
Plans to recruit additional Kosovar police also bogged
down when Thaci and Rugova could not agree on the
role of their respective parties in the recruitment
process. Despite its ongoing difficulties, the UN made
some gradual progress in establishing an administrative
framework for Kosovo. For example, several hundred
judges were appointed near the end of 1999. But dissat-
isfied with the ethnic composition of the judicial
appointees, and the fact that the use of the Yugoslav
criminal code was being ignored (an alleged violation of
UN Resolution 1244), Serb leaders in Kosovo threatened
to organize their own judicial bodies in the province.
Meanwhile, from behind the scenes in Belgrade,
Slobodan Milosevic attempted to manipulate Kosovo
Serb activities in order to keep the issue of the province’s
future alive for his own political purposes, and to give the
appearance that he had not totally abandoned Serbian
hopes of re-establishing influence over Kosovo. 

The institutional and security vacuum that character-
ized the first stage of Kosovo’s post-war transition does
not augur well for the protectorate-province’s stability
and democratization. Thus, various administrative bod-
ies established by leading Albanian political organiza-
tions continued to compete for authority, as well as with
international agencies and quasi-state bodies set-up by
the remaining Serb leaders. Indeed, there was not even
consensus within the international community regarding
sovereignty in Kosovo. For example, some foreign offi-
cials stressed the need for close adherence to UN
Resolution 1244, and cooperation with the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia in shaping Kosovo’s future. But
others in the UNMIK/KFOR protectorate establishment
took a more expansive view of their powers, and envi-

sioned Kosovo as an entity that would and should no
longer be linked to Yugoslavia. Moreover, though the
international community provided a safe environment
for the return of Albanian refugees to Kosovo, and was
committed to the economic and political transformation
of the province, its initial failure to provide adequate
protection for Serbs and other non-Albanian minority
communities in the province undermined any chance of
creating a “multi-ethnic democracy.” Indeed, this failure
also served to deepen the already very wide chasm of
distrust between Albanians and Serbs in the province. 

Short of money and personnel, particularly police,
Special Representative Kouchner admitted that
Albanians and Serbs “could agree on virtually nothing.”
The alternating cycle of repression in Kosovo, by either
ethnic Albanians or Serbs, depending on the historical
period, was well-known to foreign observers before the
1999 war. Had the international community given more
careful attention to the consequences which a bombing
campaign would have on ethnic relations in Kosovo —
or at least made adequate preparations for rapidly polic-
ing the area following such a campaign — the province’s
present ethnic segmentation and probable mono-ethnic
future might have been avoided. And at the end of 1999
he also acknowledged, rather belatedly, that “we found
out, and it’s a lesson, that one oppression could conceal
another.”21 As the new millenium began, the future of
Kosovo appeared likely to mime the experience of
Bosnia, with alternating periods of progress and regress
in political stabilization and inter-ethnic reconciliation;
a condition reflecting in part the international communi-
ty’s hesitant commitment to transforming the Balkans.
But in the longer run, whatever the political evolution of
neighboring Serbia and Montenegro, the Albanians of
Kosovo appear determined to pursue their state-building
dreams. As Hashim Thaci remarked at the end of January
2000: “We will not live under the UN guardianship for-
ever….We make no secret that we wish for a separate
and independent Kosovo.”22
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